DRAFT Bourne Westfield Primary
Academy
School Council Notes 29.4.22
Mrs Pinchin asked for any comments from classes:
A suggestion for a therapy dog from 3 MS. This was generally discussed and
many classes were in favour. However, Mrs Pinchin suggested that the school
was very large and this may need to be considered as the dog also needed to be
happy and we may have too many children.
4J felt that it would be good to raise money for the school and made the
following suggestions:
A talent show A school Run A car Boot Sale By bringing back the Summer
Fair. Many classes felt this was a good idea and Mrs Pinchin said that it would
be important to check with The Friends of Westfield to see what is already
planned.
Mrs Pinchin will arrange for Imogen to meet with Miss Atkinson and put these
suggestions forward.
Kofi (2P) asked if there could be larger school lunches. He felt that some
children might still be hungry. Mrs Pinchin said that she would chat with Mrs
Glover to see if this was the case for any other children.
URGENT CLASS COUNCIL TASK

Miss Atkinson has asked for the School Council to help with plans
for the Queens Jubilee Celebration Day on Friday 27th May.
Firstly, she would like Imogen to write to the Mayor to invite
him to the celebration. (Mrs Pinchin has the details)
Secondly, the School were going to be burying a time capsule on that
day and Miss Atkinson would like Class Council to agree suggestions
of things to put inside! Things that reflect our school at the
current time. Please note, the capsule is not very big ( 26cm x 10cm)
Could these suggestions be handed to Mrs Pinchin by Friday 13th
May so that plans could be made to include the items.

NEXT MEETING 2.30 P.M. FRIDAY 20th MAY, 2022

